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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Mario Alessiani

Float by Axolight

Italian lighting company, Axolight, proudly present the Float.
Designed by up and coming architect, Mario Alessiani, Float is
the definition of a multi-functional, portable light. The core
element of the design is the donut-shaped shade that can
function as a stand-alone lamp, a wall light, or a suspension light.
The lamp is entirely produced in Italy, and Axolight's Research &
Design department worked tirelessly to create a lamp that is
made for effortless outdoor use. Rated IP55, the Float lamp's
design is so brilliantly made, that it allows for any water to easily
exit through the lamp and stem.

The Float Multi-Functional Lamp includes the circular shade, in
the colour of your choice, with an integrated hook that allows you
to hang the Float from a wall. You will also receive a 3m long
cable which will allow you to suspend the Float from the ceiling.
Otherwise you may prefer to place the float atop the opening of
any bottle - wine, beer, plastic, it's up to you (bottle opening max
3.3 cm - bottle not included).

The lamp has an additional feature of being rechargeable,
meaning that it can be used without the need of cables and wires.
Float offers over 9 hours of autonomy and can be fully charged
within 4 hours via a standard USB cable. Furthermore, the battery
of the Float lights is replaceable while it provides over 500 cycles
of battery life, you can always replace the battery at the end of its
life cycle. A touch dimmer, located atop the shade, allows you to
tailor the light brightness to your liking in 5 steps. The Float lights
are available in a choice of 5 earthly colours; black, white, blue,
concrete green and mauve dust.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light
Source:

3.5W, 2700K, 200 Lumens

IP Code: 55

Dimming: Integrated 5-step touch dimmer included on
product.

Dimensions: Shade:
Ø13.5cm
Height: 4.45cm

For bottle use [bottle not included]: max
Ø3.3cm Bottle Opening

For suspension use: Max 300cm Cable Length
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